CLASSIFIED COLLABORATION.
ANYWHERE. ANYTIME.

A FIELD DEPLOYABLE SYSTEM THAT ENABLES
REMOTE TEAMS TO WORK TOGETHER AS ONE
Collaborating on information in
high pressure remote locations is
tough for those in the field. Working
with personnel inside your team,
outside your team and from external
organisations is critical for the
success of any mission.
Kojensi Field is a deployable system
for secure collaboration, allowing
remotely situated personnel to
make critical decisions with the
confidence that their information is
as accurate and comprehensive as
possible. Designed for multi-team,
multi-organisation coordination and
collaboration, Kojensi Field enables
military and government personnel,
aid and emergency service workers,
to work together via a single,
centralised information point.

Kojensi Field’s unique benefit is its
next generation security model. You
can easily set access conditions on
the content you have contributed to
shared workspaces, and dynamically
control whether other users can edit
your information or discover it through
search. Workspaces can be as open
or as restrictive as necessary, giving
you full control over your sensitive
information.
Kojensi’s industry leading Attribute
Based Access Control (ABAC)
security model allows you to define
the rules of who accesses information,
and under what conditions, providing
access to the right people, at the
right time. An ABAC security model
ensures information is secured not
only at the perimeter but also within
the system.

Rapid Deployment

Standalone Capability

Kojensi Field goes where you go. Rapidly
deploy this cloud-in-a-box in remote areas or
mobile units. Kojensi Field’s fast configuration
and set up process speeds time-to-productivity
and gets multiple teams and organisations
collaborating quickly.

Kojensi Field allows you to collaborate with
multiple teams whether you have internet
connectivity or not. It enables you to connect
tablets and peripherals through an existing cabled
or wifi network infrastructure.

Secure Intelligence Sharing

Easy Data Export

Kojensi Field allows you to share and update
information almost instantly, while maintaining
differentiated access to multi-level security
classified documents. Collaborate with the
assurance that information is only being shared
with authorised parties.

Maintain ownership over your organisation’s data
at all times. Kojensi Field’s easy export feature
enables contributing organisations to export
their files, file versions and metadata back to
their own systems when the project, taskforce or
coordination requirement comes to an end.

ACCESS INFORMATION SECURELY IN THE TOUGHEST,
MOST UNCERTAIN ENVIRONMENTS

KOJENSI FIELD IS DESIGNED FOR SECURITY FROM THE GROUND UP TO KEEP
SENSITIVE INFORMATION SECURE IN REMOTE AND UNSAFE LOCATIONS

Scalable for all Security Levels

Field Deployable Appliance

Strict Government Compliance

Host and share data of all security
classification levels with the confidence
that only authorised personnel will
have access to classified data.

Suitable for battlefield environments
and extreme weather conditions,
deploy Kojensi Field as a secure
standalone appliance or integrate it
into existing infrastructure.

Make compliance easier with
Kojensi Field’s audit logging
and PSPF content classification
capabilities.
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